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Today’s Topics

• Introduction to Fidelity
• Adaptations
• Monitoring Fidelity
• Fidelity to Environmental Strategies
As prevention providers, what is in your control?

- Knowledge of your community/target population and their needs.
- Identifying evidence-based strategies (programs, policies, practices) to meet those needs.
- Delivering those strategies with fidelity.

*Outcomes are not in your control. You can contribute to outcomes by delivering the most appropriate strategies to your community—and delivering them well.*

*You do not control outcomes (but you should still monitor them).*
Fidelity of Implementation

• Definition: Fidelity of implementation is “the degree to which teachers and other program providers implement programs as intended by the program developers.”

• Research has shown that high fidelity to the program is associated with improved student outcomes.

• A high-quality implementation of a less promising program may be more effective than a low-quality implementation of a best practice program.

Components of Program* Fidelity

1. Adherence
2. Dosage/Exposure/Duration
3. Quality of program delivery
4. Participant responsiveness/engagement
5. Program differentiation/specificity

* We use the term “program” broadly to refer to a specific program, curriculum, intervention, or strategy.


Adherence

- How well did we stick to the program?
- Was the program delivered consistently across different teachers and settings?
- Did we deliver all the expected content?
- Did we use the format and materials identified by the program developers?

Adherence is often used interchangeably with fidelity but is just one component of fidelity.
Dosage/Exposure/Duration

- Does the schedule allow the program to be delivered for the recommended dosage/duration/frequency (e.g., are the number of sessions delivered consistent with the program plan)?
- Is the facilitator regularly available to support instruction?
- Is the participant regularly attending the program?
- Did any factors prevent the participant from receiving the intervention as intended?

*Dosage is often measured at the participant level, rather than at the session level.*
Quality of Program Delivery

- Does the facilitator have the necessary training, knowledge, and skills to deliver the intervention correctly?
- Are quality teaching practices used consistently and with appropriate intensity across all sessions?
- Are different learning styles taken into account?
Participant Responsiveness/Engagement

- How attentive and involved are the participants in the program?

This component of fidelity is least in your control. But you should pay attention to it and modify as needed. If you feel certain programs are not eliciting responsiveness, consider alternatives.
Program Differentiation/Specificity

- How well is the program defined and different from other programs?
- Was only one program delivered to participants at a time?
Numerous Factors Affect Implementation Fidelity

• Community in which implementation occurs and the fit with the program
• Organization(s) responsible for implementation
• Program support systems (e.g., training and TA)
• Characteristics of providers
• Program participants

Q&A: Introduction to Fidelity

• What aspects of fidelity (adherence, dosage, quality, responsiveness, differentiation) are most challenging for you?
• What factors affect implementation fidelity the most for you?
• Questions for me?
Adaptation: Fidelity Meets Reality

- Some modifications to a program (intended or otherwise) will inevitably be made.
- Some adaptation may be necessary and possibly beneficial, (e.g., the addition of an activity or a change in materials to address cultural context).
- Flexibility in implementation can also increase program ownership and involvement, thus resulting in longer program life.
Adaptation

The deliberate or unintentional modification of a program through:

1) deletions or additions (i.e., enhancements) to program components (e.g., to content, materials, activities);
2) modifications to the nature of the components; or
3) changes in the manner of administration or intensity (i.e., amount or duration) of program components.
Balance Between Fidelity and Adaptation

- Intervention developers may not have had opportunity to cover all local conditions.
- It may be beneficial—even necessary—to adapt programs to fit local conditions, cultures, or events (think COVID!)
- Adaptations should be thoughtful and justifiable (why is an adaptation necessary?)
- Adaptions are likely to be more successful if they add to the program rather than subtract from a program
In a study examining Life Skills Training, researchers found that while all teachers made adaptations, most were negative changes that detracted from curriculum objectives.
Easy as Pie (or Cake)

• Implementing a program with fidelity is like baking a cake
  • Follow the recipe, step by step
  • Add ingredients in proper order
  • Bake at the required temp and duration
• Adapt if warranted
  • Your oven runs hot: cook at lower temp or shorter time
  • Recipe includes nuts but someone has nut allergy: Skip the nuts
  • Skipping the baking powder = poor outcome
  • Extra chocolate is always good
Q&A: Adaptations

• Under what circumstances have you needed to make adaptations? (How have you adapted since the pandemic began?)
• What kinds of adaptations have you made?
• Questions for me?
You can only implement well (with fidelity) if you pay attention to it.

Monitoring fidelity *is as important* as monitoring outcomes. *(Why? Think about what you control.)*

The assessment of fidelity is particularly important when programs are implemented in real-world settings where program drift is common.
Why Should Fidelity Be Measured?

- **Program Planning, Management, and Improvement**
  - Provides a roadmap for implementation planning
  - Identifies aspects of implementation that work well and don’t work well
  - Identifies barriers to implementation and ways to overcome them
  - Provides feedback to facilitators/providers about aspects of implementation that work well and can be improved

- **Evaluation**
  - Describes program implementation
  - Helps explain why the program achieved expected outcomes and—more important—why it didn’t?
  - Helps explain variation in outcomes across sites.
Methods for Monitoring Fidelity*

- Direct observations in person
- Direct observations via video recordings
- Facilitator self-assessments after each session
- Facilitator self-assessments after completing a program cohort (e.g., a classroom)
- Facilitator self-assessments after completing a larger program cycle (e.g., across multiple classrooms)

* In descending order of resource intensity.
# Tools for Monitoring Fidelity*

*The most comprehensive fidelity assessments will include all these tools.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adherence</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Responsiveness</th>
<th>Differentiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity Checklists</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratings of Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☒</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratings of Participant Responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☒</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance Data</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Fidelity Checklists: Useful Tool for Assessing Fidelity

- Fidelity checklists are usually program specific.
- Fidelity checklists include all the elements of a program that should be delivered.
- Program developers often have fidelity checklists available that are specific for the programs.
- In the absence of developer checklists, checklists can be created based on the content of the program.
Fidelity Checklist (continued)

- Ideally, use one checklist per program session
- Offers a reminder for steps in program implementation
- Some checklists may offer method to record necessary adaptation to program implementation
- Checklists can be used by observers or facilitators (self-assessments)

Remember, fidelity checklists capture only some elements of fidelity.
Alternatives to Program-Specific Fidelity Checklists

• Agencies may want to assess fidelity across multiple programs using the same tool (so program-specific checklists cannot be used)

• Generic fidelity questions can be used, such as...
  • Was all the program content of the delivered?
  • Did the length of the sessions match that of the program guidance or curriculum?
  • Did the frequency of delivery (sessions) match the guidance/curriculum?
  • Were the sessions delivered in the same order as the guidance/curriculum?
  • Were the materials or handouts the same as in the guidance/curriculum?
  • Was the format of delivery the same as the original design (e.g., peer-led, interactive, lecture)?
  • Were modifications made to the curriculum?
  • Were participants engaged?

*Agencies must often balance specificity of measurement with pragmatic considerations*
Q&A: Monitoring Fidelity

• Do you formally monitor fidelity?
• What aspects of fidelity do you monitor (adherence, dosage, quality, responsiveness, differentiation?)?
• What tools do you use?
• How do you use your fidelity data?
• Questions for me?
• Many curriculum-based programs are scripted, have manuals, or provide extensive details about the elements of the program (high differentiation).

• In contrast, many environmental strategies do not provide such detailed guidance, making it hard to monitor fidelity.

• Nevertheless, fidelity can and should be assessed for environmental strategies.

* Environmental strategies modify and manage environments (or gatekeepers) in ways that discourage risky behaviors (or encourage healthy behaviors). They are often laws, policies, or regulations that need to be publicized and enforced. Examples include minimum age drinking laws, responsible beverage server training programs, and merchant compliance checks.
Tips for Monitoring Fidelity for Environmental Strategies

• Identify core components of an environmental strategy (search published literature and reports*) and commit to implementing them

• If information on core components is not available, ask the following questions to develop a list of core components:
  • What partners are necessary to implement the strategy?
  • What resources are necessary to implement the strategy?
  • What steps are necessary to implement the strategy?
  • Are there related elements that are critical for success (e.g., media and enforcement mechanisms)

• As with curriculum-based programs, monitor whether core components were implemented

*PIRE has resources that identify the core components of many environmental strategies.
Q&A: Fidelity and Environmental Strategies

- Has anyone struggled with implementing environmental strategies?
- Do you feel you have clear guidance on how to implement environmental strategies? If so, from where?
- Questions for me?
Final Thoughts

- Implementing evidence-based programs with fidelity is a best practice.
- Assessing fidelity is critical for implementing with fidelity (how do you know you did it if you do not pay attention to it?)
- Assessing fidelity is not a test or a “gotcha” moment—it is a learning opportunity and helps ensure that we are delivering services in the most effective way.
- Fidelity assessment is as important (probably more important) for program management and good service delivery than it is for evaluation purposes.
Wrap Up

- Final questions?
- PIRE contacts:
  - Al Stein-Seroussi, stein@pire.org
  - Dave Currey, dcurrey@pire.org
  - Marguerite Grabarek, mgrabarek@pire.org